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Style abV case individual

John Clavell and James Hind were 
highwaymen who travelled the routes 
of the Cotswolds, stopping off at inns 
and public houses on their way. 

These two infamous characters have 
today become the inspiration behind 
the Gloucestershire microbrewery 
'Clavell & Hind', launched in 2018 by 
James Dobson and Timothy Hieghton 
Jackson.

With four beers in its range – 
Coachman, Blunderbuss, Wicked Lady 
and Rockwood, Clavell & Hind is the 
result of 20 years of experience within 
the pub and brewing industry for these 
two ale lovers based in Birdlip.

Brewing on a 20-barrel Moeschle plant, 
Clavell & Hind may be inspired by a 
bygone era of highwaymen, but it 
produces modern and distinctive beer 
styles with a focus on quality and 
consistency.

Coachman
Coachman is a delicious golden ale brewed using only English hops. 
This clean tasting and thirst quenching ale will leave a delightfully 
sweet mouth feel that is followed by a moreish bitterness, leaving the 
drinker wanting more.
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Wicked Lady
Wicked Lady is a modern amber ale. Smooth and refined, this ale is 
brewed with English hops and roasted malt to give the perfect 
bitter/ sweet balance, finished with a delicious malt flavour. This 
beer is a crowd pleaser and will delight drinkers all year round.
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Pale
Ale

4.4%

Blunderbuss
Blunderbuss is an English pale ale, brewed to specifically bring out 
citrus and tropical fruit characteristics. Named after the Blunderbuss, 
this beer explodes with flavour and impresses the unaccustomed, 
whilst pleasing regular pale ale drinkers.

Rookwood
Rookwood is a rich, well balanced ruby ale. This beer exudes malt 
character and dark fruit hop flavour combining to deliver a most 
memorable beer. Full of flavour and easy drinking, perfect for those 
that like the richer things in life.
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4%

Pilsner

This pilsner style beer is clean, crisp and light with a delicious 
refreshing finish. Brewed using Saaz hops and Pilsner malt, this is a 
real thirst quencher. 
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